This paper is mainly about the digital reputation of universities, the correlation between the productivity of the universities and the reputation of the knowledge produced in the universities. Paper starts with the affect of social media and other web 2.0 entities on the universities and education. In the second part the difficulty of measuring knowledge level is discussed and problem is defined in a two dimensions including big data problems, together with the knowledge level. The third part discusses the concept of knowledge shareholders and the impact of reputation to the knowledge shareholders. Finally a methodology for correlating the online reputation of the universities and the reputation of knowledge produced in the universities. The data sources, methodology and results are published. As a result, there is a high level of correlation, about 80%, between the digital reputations of universities and reputation of the knowledge produced in the universities. The study also splits universities into two groups as the public and private universities and the correlation factor of public universities is a bit higher than the private universities.
Most of the social network sites also offer some specialized services to the universities. For example, linked-in has a special page design for universities which is completely different than the companies in the design.
From an objective perspective, it is possible to conclude that, the current education system, especially the higher education system is almost completely integrated with the social networks and social networks are a part of education from now on. This paper mainly discusses the affect of social networks again by using the social network metrics and tries to underline the affect of online reputation of universities to the online reputation of knowledge they have produced.
Representation of Knowledge and success of universities
Today, the Internet is the biggest source of knowledge for humankind (Arslan, Seker & Kızıl, 2014) . The effective and efficient management of knowledge on the Internet can guide us to a better understanding and better answers for any questions. In this section two dimensions of the problem will be considered. In the vertical direction of the problem space, we have difficulty of representing and understanding the knowledge on the Internet and on the horizontal direction of problem space; we have the big data concerns from the very behavior of the Internet.
The question raised for horizontal axis of the problem is "How do you statistically measure the knowledge level of universities?". Although, the question is very though, a small possibility of answering this question would be beneficiary. There are many studies in this field trying to create a model of understanding or at least measuring the level of knowledge but a complete understanding, using the computer software is currently almost impossible, including the artificial intelligence or cognitive science studies (Wenger, 2014) . Besides the difficulty of understanding knowledge level for any entity on the internet (e.g. universities), another problem is the nature of big data. In the literature big data concept has 4 main problems, which are volume, velocity, veracity and variety of the data (Chen, Chiang & Storey, 2012) .
So even, we have a way of understanding the level of knowledge for universities with current technology, we can expect a relatively longer running time for the software. Considering the current volume of information on the internet and its velocity of increasing information, such an algorithm would not be able to process the whole information in order to get a result within a satisfactory time.
Another problem between the two dimensions mentioned above, the freshness of the knowledge. Considering the problem from the knowledge economics perspective (Dominique & Lundvall., 2012) , we can say the knowledge has a life cycle and each turn of knowledge life cycle updates the current level of knowledge in any domain . Besides the knowledge cycles of human behavior and institution levels, we can also claim there are knowledge cycles for the macro level, which can also be considered as macro-knowledge-economics . The freshness of knowledge is ambitious since each knowledge cycle may result a different output, but it is certain that denying the existence of updates and cycles on the knowledge domain would be a mistake.
The problem can be concluded as a development of statistical method, which can run within an acceptable interval to measure the knowledge level of universities and we know a complete success is impossible with current technological level.
Knowledge Shareholders and Reputation
Contrarily to the classical economical factors of production, which all decreasing if shared, knowledge is increasing in the case of share. The new soft economical factors like social capital, intellectual capital or reputation are key concepts for the success of contemporary organizations. As one of the most crucial knowledge organizations, universities have social responsibilities for creating knowledge and transferring the knowledge (Argote & Ingram, 2000) .
Besides the universities there are alternative sources for knowledge creation and transfer (Rynes, Bartunek, & Daft, 2001) . For example crowdsourcing is an increasing trend with people all around the world creating a knowledge source like Wikipedia or Mechanical Turk (Kittur, Chi, & Suh, 2008) . Increasing number of knowledge sources brings a problem of knowledge reputation (Ensign & Hébert, 2010) . How much can a reader trust to the knowledge on the Wikipedia is an important question but another important question is also how much can a crowd trust to one of their member? Dynamic trend of crowd sourcing brings a network of trust and so a network of power relations at the end. The similar case is also true for the academic network. For example how reputable is the findings of a university student? How reputable are the claims of an academician without any publications in the history? Academic network, which is also the infrastructure of university network, is strongly connected to the accreditations, endorsements, knowledge sharing and impacts.
In this study a model for the reflections of knowledge from university to the online sources will be created. Social media, search engines, web pages, wikis and blogs are considered as sources of knowledge reflected from the universities and so there can be a correlation between the level of knowledge in the university and its online reputation.
Data Sources
Online reputation can be built on multiple data sources and all data sources should be treated in their own environment (Arslan & Seker, 2013) . For example the online reputation of an internet entity can be built on the reputation on Facebook or the reputation on Wikipedia and two data sources are from completely different environments. This fact brings the categorization of online reputation data sources by their environments. In this study, we have two groups of data flow. The first group can be considered as the source of online reputation. The second group is also the source of online reputation but as a more specific source, it is mostly related with the academic reputation and so the throughput of the knowledge creation and transfer roles of the universities.
The data sources for online reputation are already a well-studied field in previous research. On the other hand, the academic throughput is also researched in several scientometric and web-o-metric studies. It is first time the correlation between those two statistical data sources is researched and applied to a real case.
Data is collected for all Turkish universities and split into two groups as public and private universities. The total number of universities is 111 public university + 73 private university = 184 universities. Although the online reputation of Turkish universities and the university-industry relation is an already studied field (Orduna-Malea & Aytac, 2015) , the knowledge reputation and correlation between the reputation of university model is first time proposed in this paper. We also leave the temporal affect of reputation on the knowledge as an open research area in this study (Seker, Temporal logic extension for self referring, non-existence, multiple recurrence and anterior past events, 2015) . Another open research area is the sentimental analysis of the data sources, like the content of blogs, twitter or facebook messages (Seker, Sentimental versus Impact of Blogs, 2013) . Currently we only focus on the twitter activity for example, but we do not deal with the content of the messages and a negative message can also be considered as an activity in our current research. We lease the content-based sentimental analysis as an open research direction.
Methodology
Data is collected from the web by hand for all the universities in Turkey. The list and some parts of the data is also presented in the annexes of the study. The data is split into two groups as the online reputation sources and the academic sources as already explained on section 4. After trying several approaches like K-NN, SVM, Gaussion Processes, Neural Networks, Decision Trees or Decision Tables (Seker, Unal, Erdem, & Kocer, 2014) , the best result achieved is linear regression method with correlation coefficient of 0.81, which means we can conclude there is a correlation between online reputation of a university and its academic output on knowledge domain.
The correlation coefficient is calculating with below steps:
• Preprocessing and Normalization of data sources
• Weighting the data sources
• Applying linear regression
• Calculating the Pearson's r Although there are many normalization methods available on the literature, after trying several methods the quantile normalization has been selected for the research. The reason of normalization is either the statistical distribution or the domain and range of each data source function is completely different. In order to handle these differences a normalization step is inevitable. Quantile normalization normalizes the data set with its order in the set, so even the data source has continuous data types in some fields, the data is normalized via its order, which reflects the affect of this parameter on the linear regression equation. One problem with the data source is the missing values. For example some newly founded universities do not have any publications and it is impossible to consider such institutes in the statistical model. As a solution the row-wise delete imputation method has been implemented.
In the second step we use some weight parameters for the linear regression. Each data source has a unique meaning in the statistical model. So a quick solution is calculation of the weight for the result. For example, linkedin has a higher importance than the Facebook in our model and the linear regression model decides these weights. Finally we apply linear regression, which is a simple summation of each parameter multiplied by tis coefficient (which is weight on the second step). Finally the Pearson's r value is calculated to numerically model the correlation between the online reputation sources and the academic sources (Seker & Kulakli, Macroeconomic ICT Facts and Mobile Telecom Operators via Social Networks and Web Pages, 2016) .
Results and Conclusion
Detailed list of normalized and integrated results are presented in the appendix parts. The correlation coefficient for public universities is 0.81 and the private universities is 0.74 which means a 80% correlation exists between the online reputation and the knowledge produced in the university for Turkish case. Considering the increasing demand and inevitable penetration of online resources like social networks, web pages, blogs or wikis, it is easy to conclude the correlation coefficient will be increasing for the next decades. As a future work, the reputation can be studied within a temporal approach or sentimental analysis on the texts produced on social media. This study also underlines the importance of online reputation and in the next term, universities will start to use the online communication channels more efficiently for the educative purposes. 
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